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Abstract
This is a position paper willing to fix concepts in the
interface between Environmental Issues and Artificial
Intelligence. In particular we will focus our attention in a
class of systems called Environmental Decision Support
Systems (EDSS) that have been under develop in the last 10
years. Hopefully this effort will led to a better interaction
between Environmental and Artificial Intelligence
scientists.

Artificial Intelligence and Environmental
Issues   

Artificial Intelligence techniques have been applied to
environmental management problems for a long period of
time with good results as for example in using expert
systems advising emergency response teams about how to
deal with industrial accidents (Avouris, 1995c), in using
expert systems to assist in granting hazardous waste site
permits (Wilson, Mikroudis and Fang, 1986), in modelling
water quality (Wright et al, 1993), fish stock prediction
(Sazonova and Osipov, 1998), and many other
environmental engineering applications (Branting et al,
1997), (Yang and Kao, 1996), (Shepherd and Ortolano,
1996).  The first reliable applications of Expert Systems to
environmental issues appeared in the 80’s. See for example
the systems developed by (Guariso and Page, 1989), (Page,
1989), (Hushon87) and (Maeda, 1985).
More recently, Artificial Intelligence research has been
oriented towards the development of Knowledge-Based
Systems (KBS) applied to Environmental issues as for
example (Gabaldón et al, 1998), (Guariso and Werthner,
1994), (Okubo et al, 1994), (Serra et al, 1993).
KBS when applied to Environmental Issues receive
different denominations such as  Decision Support Systems
(DSS) (Haagsma and Johanns, 1994), (Bender and
Simonovic, 1994) Environmental Decision Support
Systems (EDSS) (Rizzoli and Young, 1997) or Multiple
Objective Decision Support Systems (MODSS) (El-Swaify
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and Yakowitz, 1998) or intelligent assistants (see figure 1).
Among those names, we chose to use Environmental
Decision Support System as this name clearly represents
the common intention of many researchers and the users
needs.  We define an EDSS as an intelligent information
system that ameliorates the time in which decisions can be
made as well as the consistency and the quality of the
decisions, expressed in characteristic quantities of the field
of application (Haagsma and Johanns, 1994).
 We see EDSS as ideal decision tools for valid
recommendations on land, water, and environmental
management must include quantitative and analytical
components; must span and integrate the physical,
biological, socio-economic, and policy elements of
decision making. They must also be user-friendly and
directly relevant to client needs (El-Swaify and Yakowitz,
1998).
 It is clear that the field of application is central to this
point of view. An important feature of EDSS is that they
allow the use, manage and capture of specialised
knowledge, from a wide spectrum of natural sciences, and
that they can be effectively applied to a variety of
environmental management and design tasks (Michalski
and Rademacher, 1993). This specialised knowledge may
include among others: a) empirical knowledge about
organisms and their environment; b) situational knowledge
about local environmental conditions and its possible
relationship with the global environment; c) judgmental
knowledge about human beliefs, intentions, desires and
priorities; and d) theoretical knowledge about biological,
physical and chemical phenomena, etc.
There exists a clear understanding among researchers of
both fields -- Artificial Intelligence and  Environmental
Sciences -- that an EDSS that is able to deal with all these
kinds of knowledge can be useful in the environmental
management process, which typically consists of four
activities in the following order:

• Hazard identification involves filtering and screening
criteria and reasoning about the activity being
considered. This phase may be characterised as a
continuous  activity of the system looking for possible
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adverse outcomes and includes the search for further data
to enhance its own performance.

• Risk assessment involves developing quantitative and
qualitative measurements of the target hazard.
Environmental Decision Support Systems may include
the use of numerical and/or qualitative models, which can
produce estimations of the degree of potential hazard.
Usually, this phase could be accomplished by a Model-
Based System --using a model-based reasoning-- and/or a
Knowledge-Based System --using rule-based reasoning--
and/or by a Case-based System --using case-based
reasoning—to overcome the heterogeneity of data
coming from various sources and with many different
levels of precision.

• Risk evaluation. Once potential risks have been assessed,
it is possible to introduce value judgements regarding the
degree of concern about a certain hypothesis. This is
possible if the system has accumulated experience
solving similar situations using for example a Case-based
Reasoning approach, whereby past experience of risk
evaluation is used to assist with future judgements.

• Intervention decision-making the system needs
appropriate methods for controlling or reducing risks.
The system also requires knowledge about the context
where the activity takes place and must be able to
interpret its results and knowledge about the risk/benefits
balancing methods.

In this view Hazard Identification is related mostly to data
interpretation and data mining. Risk Assessment and Risk
Evaluation are related to the problems in the diagnosis
phase. Intervention decision-making is related to the
decision support techniques.
EDSS play an increasing and important role in helping to
reduce the risks resulting from the interaction of human
societies and its natural environment. Some of the reasons
are as follows:

• The multidisciplinary nature of environmental
problems. It implies the co-operation among various
elements (modules) of the EDSS, each one specialised
in a given topic or a certain kind of  model.

• The complexity of environmental problems. In this
context, it is often necessary to understand, in limited
time, physical and biological processes in relation to
socio-economic conditions and applicable legislative
frameworks. EDSS may provide fast solutions
integrating all those issues.

This interdisciplinary field has attracted the interest of
researchers and an increasing of specialised publications
and research projects that pay great attention to this
blooming area.

Environmental Decision Support Systems
Following the classification proposed by Rizzoli & Young
(Rizzoli and Young, 1997), Environmental Decision

Support Systems can be divided into two clearly separate
categories: problem specific EDSS, and situation and
problem specific EDSS. Problem specific EDSS are
tailored to relatively narrow environmental problems (or
domains), but they are applicable to a wide range of
different locations (or situations) in the best tradition of
KBS.
Situation and problem specific EDSS are tailored both to a
specific environmental problem, and to a specific location.
These EDSS cannot easily be applied in a new location as
many KBS.
In addition, in the same paper, Rizzoli & Young identify a
set of desirable features for an ideal EDSS, that are
common to any Knowledge-Based System (KBS), and are
the following ones:

• The ability to acquire, represent and structure the
knowledge in the domain under study.

• The knowledge base (or domain base) must allow the
separation of data from models (for model re-usability
and prototyping).

• The ability to deal with spatial data (the GIS component).
• The ability to provide expert knowledge specific to the

domain of interest.
• The ability to be used effectively for diagnosis, planning,

management and optimisation.
• The ability to assist the user during problem formulation

and selecting the solution methods.

We also like to add to this list issues related with Security
and Distribution. As EDSS grow in importance and acquire
more presence in Internet this imposes serious demands on
security. This also implies that a bigger group of users may
like to have access to the data files and available
knowledge, the EDSS has to ensure data concurrency, data
consistency, etc.

Our Approach to EDSS
From our point of view actual EDSS can be described as a
multi-layered system connecting the user, probably an
environmental scientist, with an environmental system or
process. See the figure 1 where a chart of an EDSS is
depicted.
The first layer is formed of the knowledge acquisition and
learning module from various kinds of sensors, spatial
(GIS) and/or temporal data base. Several AI, statistical and
numerical models constitute the next layer this layer takes
care of the data pre-processing. EDSS must be able to cope
with data of very broad range of quality as for example:
Large Data Volumes, Variable levels of data detail,
analytical detail, and data volumes, Unanticipated types of
Data, and Data Redundancy.
Let us recall that Information is only of use if it organised
and is relevant to the issues at hand. Again, AI techniques
prove to be well suited.
Next levels are the reasoning and integration  modules that
use several kind of models and knowledge to implement a



predictive, planning or supervisory task over the
environmental system. The expected result of this layer is
the choice of a general solution strategy such as: analogy
or case-based reasoning to find similar, already solved
situations; or the redefinition of the problem (if necessary)
using different but known terms. This another of the
central contributions of AI to EDSS development.
Finally, in the upper level raises the  interaction of the
user(s) with the EDSS. The user(s) may query the EDSS
for justifications and explanations about suggested
decisions, and possibly validating plausible alternatives to
make a better decision.

Figure 1: Environmental Decision Support Systems

Development  of an EDSS
The development of an EDSS as a complex integrated
KBS relies on the idea of model refinement  (Steels, 1990).
Every stage in the development process involves a
relatively straightforward  step of transformation from one
model to the next. That is from requirements to conceptual
model, from conceptual model to design model, and from
design model to code. In figure 2, a scheme of the ideal
cycle of development of an EDSS is shown.
Of course, during all the cycle of an EDSS development,
the co-operation among environmental experts, computer
scientists and AI scientists should be needed. In the first
step, the environmental problem must be analysed to get a
more accurate problem description. From that description,
from the environmental process itself and from

environmental experts' criteria, an environmental data  base
should be built to perform a systematic analysis. This
broad analysis should include cognitive understanding,
statistical and data mining techniques to obtain the relevant
data, the correlation among the variables involved, and a
list of possible suggested models. The next  step is to select
a set of methods and models that cover all kind of
knowledge and functionalities needed for the decision
making process. Once the models are selected, they must
be fully implemented by means of some machine learning,
data mining, statistical or numerical techniques. After that,
those models must be integrated to build the final whole
EDSS. The EDSS must be tested to check its performance,
accuracy, usefulness and reliability, both from the user's
and AI/computer scientist point of view. If there is any
wrong feature in any  development stage, such as models'
integration, models' implementation, selection of models,
data base, problem analysis, etc., the developers must come
back in the flow and update the required components.
When the evaluation phase is all right, the EDSS is ready
to be applied to the environment.

Figure 2: Development of an EDSS

A great contribution of Artificial Intelligence to the
development of EDSS is the integration of several methods
(Avesani, Perini and Ricci, 1999), (Sànchez-Marrè et al,
1997) and the seminal work by Krovvidy (1991)
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complementing the classical statistical models (simulation,
statistical analysis, linear models, etc) and numerical
models (control algorithms, optimisation techniques, etc).
This co-operation makes the resulting systems more
reliable and  powerful, and able to cope with real world
environmental systems.
Among the AI techniques and methods more often used in
the development of EDSS in past years, the following ones
can be signalled:

• Rule-based reasoning (Serra et al, 1994), (Chapman and
Patry, 1989),  and (Hushon, 1987).

• Planning (Avesani, 1999) and (Krovidy et al, 1994).
• Case-based reasoning (Branting, Hastings and

Lookwood, 1997),  (Sànchez-Marrè et al, 1997),  (Jones
and Roydhouse, 1995) and (Krovidy and Wee, 1993).

• Qualitative reasoning (Mora-López and Conejo, 1998),
(Heller et al, 1995) and (Kompare, 1994).

• Constraint satisfaction (Avesani, Perini and Ricci, 1999)
and (Paggio et al, 1998).

• Model-based reasoning (Sangüesa and Burrell, 1999),
(Englehart, 1997),  (Varis, 1997) and (Chong and
Walley, 1996).

• Connexionist reasoning (Zhu et al, 1998), (Wen and
Vassiliadis, 1998),  and (Tan and Smeins, 1996).

• Evolutionary computing (Mulligan and Brown, 1998),
(Savi and Walters, 1997) and (Zhan et al, 1995) .

• Fuzzy logic techniques (Genovesi, Hermand and Steyer,
1999), (Manesis, Sapidis and King, 1998), and (Chang,
Chen and Chen, 1997).

New generation of Decision Support Systems
Let us recall the first definition we gave of an EDSS as an
intelligent information  system that ameliorates the time in
which decisions can be made as well as the consistency
and the quality of the decisions. These systems directly
support decision-makers by offering criteria for the
evaluation of alternatives or for justifying  decisions. The
inter-operation with different partners must be interactive,
user-friendly, fast and performant. See the upper layer in
figure 2.
With the increasing maturity of Artificial Intelligence
techniques, in special those related with Knowledge
Engineering, new dimensions in assisting users in
environmental decision making are available. For example,
many environmental systems are characterised both by
incomplete models and  by limited empirical data.
Accurate prediction of the behaviour of such systems
requires exploitation of multiple, individually incomplete,
knowledge sources. The application of multiple
complementary problem solving techniques (i.e. Case-
Based Reasoning and Constraint Satisfaction) (Krovvidy
and Wee, 1993),  (Hastings, Branting and Lockwood,
1996),  can often help to reduce this uncertainty.
In Artificial Intelligence, this situation is often referred to
as having an ill-structured domain (Robertson et al, 1991).
The relationships among the concepts or attributes of the

domain are not enough known and there is not much
agreement among the experts. The relationships among the
various phenomena that characterise the system are
insufficiently understood. The multifaceted nature of the
environmental problems invariably emerges when it is
necessary to make a choice among different plausible
solutions.
EDSS may contribute to reduce this effect by building
different scenarios, called what-if scenarios, so the decision
maker could  make-up his mind having as much as
information as possible.
Conflict is inherent in environmental problem solving. The
complexity of the fields  and the multiplicity of views and
interests involved call for mechanisms of reconciliation of
disparate, often conflicting goals and contradictory
information  as pointed out by El-Swaify and Yakowitz,
(1998). Sociologists, when modelling the process of
environmental decision making, identify the existence of
conflict and advocate the importance of negotiation and
consensus making in this process (Avouris, 1995b).
 Nevertheless, EDSS have an important role in these
processes by deriving in a  comprehensive, systematic,
economic, and fast way the possible consequences of
decisions for the  environment.
Expert systems have played an important role in supporting
environmental decision-makers (Wright et al, 1993).
Although many applications still rely on them, the current
tendency is to create autonomous agents that take profit of
the implicit distributed nature of environmental problems
and of the compiled past experience in specific areas that
they can content deal with, facilitating the users their tasks.
Nevertheless, Expert  Systems provide some kind of
objectivity and confidence in this highly subjective
problem-solving context (Sànchez-Marrè et al, 1996).
Another approach is that of Co-operating Knowledge-
Based Systems (CKBS)  (Ohtsuki, Kawazoe and Masui,
1998), (Avouris, 1995). Given the interdisciplinary nature
and decentralised management of environmental problems,
the co-operation  among several experts is necessary to
cope with all the variables and issues both to a local and
global levels. Distributed Artificial Intelligence offers a
wide range of possibilities.
 The typical results of this approach is the choice of the
level and of a formal method of description that can only
interpreted by a human or an EDSS using a general
solution strategy such as: analogy or case-based reasoning
to find similar, already solved problems; redefinition of the
problem (if necessary) using different but known terms;
deduction of a particular strategy from an existing one.

Conclusions
One of the essential points of the application of AI
techniques to EDSS relies on the knowledge-based
knowledge management facilities that they provide to
accelerate the problem identification. EDSS are in fact,
from this point of view, a relevant class of KBS.



Another important point is the integration of several AI
techniques with numerical and/or statistical models in a
single system providing higher accuracy, reliability and
usefulness.
Integration,  may vary from simple file transfer between
different methods and programs to fully integrated
systems. It can be expected that this kind of systems may
be designed as distributed systems.
Today, EDSS are already used as a basis for a better
support to decision taking for action in many real
applications
 The number of applications of EDSS is increasing very
rapidly and this is not only restricted to traditional
hardware devices. Although this positive impression AI
applications to Environmental issues still lower in
comparison with AI systems in other fields as medicine or
manufacturing. Since the arrival of the Internet, the
possibilities of connecting machines and sensors are
enabling the distribution of the   computation, opening new
and cheap ways to effectively solve problems (Baeza et al,
1998). Using  Internet and/or Intranets, the accesses to
stored information becomes easier allowing controlling the
effects of actions and solutions in a more efficient way;
also the time to reach  and to authorise decisions will
decrease (Balstad, 1996), (El-Swaify, 1998). Moreover, the
collective memory of an organisation could be better
maintained and be more useful as a Case Base or a
Knowledge Base (Sànchez-Marrè, 1999).
The automatic construction of specialised Ontologies for
environmental issues is one of the key lines of future
development in the research of EDSS (Clark and Porter,
1997).  Associated with this task remains the maintenance
of  Knowledge Bases problem.
 The key to useful computer based decision support
systems is, as said before, integration. The concept of
integration recognises that in any given software system
for real-world applications, several sources of information,
more than one problem representation or model, different
problem-solving techniques, and finally a multi-faceted
and problem-oriented interface ought to be combined in a
common framework to provide a realistic and useful
information base.
 The integrated EDSS of the next generation will be built
around one or more coupled models, numerical simulation
models, rule or case-driven, geographically distributed  and
integrated with a GIS. The use of Internet will allow to
think in this new generation as multi-agents architecture
where modules (or Agents) communicate via an inter-agent
facility -- supported by a common Ontology-- to co-operate
in the problem solving task.
As Guariso and Werthner (1989) already pointed out,
EDSS  will not and cannot do the work that remains to be
done by humans. A better computer support does not
automatically imply a better decision. It is still the humans
responsibility to be aware of the environmental situation of
our planet and to cope with all the problems connected
with it..
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